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Abstract

from the general text processing tasks (the F-term classification subtask at NTCIR-6 Patent Retrieval Task is
one such example — see the discussions in Section
3.2). Therefore, in the applications of machine learning to patent information processing, we have to take
into account those characteristics of patent documents
in order to achieve the best performance.
This paper describes our machine learning-based
participating system for the F-term patent classification subtask at NTCIR-6 Patent Retrieval Task. Section 2 briefly discusses the classification subtask. Section 3 describes our participating systems in detail, including the feature extracted from patent and the machine learning techniques. Section 4 presents our system’s results on the task and other experimental results showing the benefits of several techniques in our
system. Finally Section 5 gives some discussions and
conclusions.

This paper describes our SVM-based system and
the techniques we used to adapt the approach for the
specifics of the F-term patent classification subtask at
NTCIR-6 Patent Retrieval Task. Our system obtained
the best results according to two of the three measures
used for performance evaluation. Moreover, the results from some additional experiments demonstrate
that our system has benefited from the SVM adaptations which we carried out. It also benefited from using the full patent text in addition to using the F-term
description as extra training material. However, our
results using an SVM variant designed for hierarchical
classification were much worse than those achieved
with flat SVM classification. At the end of the paper
we discuss the possible reasons for this, in the context
of the F-term classification task.

2 F-term classification subtask
1 Introduction
F-term classification is one of the two subtasks of
NTCIR-6 Patent Retrieval Task. For more details
about the subtask see the overview paper [2] for the
NTCIR-5 and the subtask overview paper in this proceedings.
Patent classification is very important for patent
processing and application. The most common classification taxonomy of patent is the International Patent
Classification (IPC) from the World Intellectual Property Organization. IPC is solely based on the contents
of inventions. However, some patent processing or
utilisation task may focus on various viewpoints of a
patent, such as purpose, means, function, or effect of
the invention.
To this end, the Japan Patent Office provides a twolevel classification scheme for patent. The first level
denoted as FI is an extension of IPC, which refers to
a set of themes about patent. For example, the theme
2C088 is about “Pinball game machines (i.e., pachinko
and the like)”. And the theme 5J104 denotes the technical field of “Ciphering device, decoding device and
privacy communication”. Each theme has a collection of viewpoints for specifying possible aspects of

Automatic processing of patent information is very
useful in industry, business, and law communities,
because intellectual property is crucial in knowledge
based economies and the number of patent documents
is huge and increasing rapidly. Machine learning algorithms have been successfully used for information
retrieval and natural language processing. Patent information processing is a sub-area of automatic text
processing. in which machine learning would play a
key role.
Patent information processing has some unique
features in comparison with general text processing.
One feature is that patents can be regarded as semistructured documents, in which different kinds of content (e.g. the purpose, method, function and effect)
of each patent application are put into different sections (or subsections) with a proper title. Patents are
also often associated with one or more classification
schemes, in which the classes are organised in a hierarchical fashion. Moreover, there are some specific
tasks in patent information processing which lead to
different settings for the machine learning algorithms
1
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the patent within the theme. Each viewpoint has a list
of possible elements. Those viewpoints and the corresponding elements for one theme are encoded by the
F-terms of the theme, which are the second level of
the patent classification scheme. The viewpoints are
different from one theme to another. Each particular
viewpoint may consist of several elements, which are
organised in a tree structure. The theme 2C088 has the
viewpoint AA for “Machine detail”, the viewpoint BA
for “Processing of pachinko ball”, and the viewpoint
BB for “Card systems”. The viewpoint AA has the elements such as AA01 for “Standard pachinko games
(i.e., vertical pinball machines)” and AA65 for “Special pachinko games“. Hence, the F-terms under one
theme have the specific/general relations among them.
In the F-term classification, patents are first classified into themes. Given a theme a patent belongs to,
the patent is further classified into the F-terms of that
theme. A patent may have one or more themes and
have many F-terms for each of them.
The F-term classification subtask at NTCIR-6
Patent Retrieval Task was to assign the suitable Fterms to the test patent document, given the theme(s)
of the patent. It uses the 1993 – 1997 UPA Japanese
patents for training and the 1998 – 1999 UPA patents
for evaluation. The English translation of the abstracts
of the same Japanese patent applications are also provided by the organisers, which can be used as surrogate text for the task. There are about 1200 valid
themes and every theme may have several hundreds
F-terms in many cases.
In the dry run, only two themes were used, namely
5J104 and 5F033, which has 271 F-terms and 1920
training documents and 620 F-terms and 7314 training documents, respectively. We noticed that a part of
relations among the F-terms of theme 5F033 was not
available from the related documentation, that would
make it impossible to explore the hierarchical structure of F-terms under the theme. This problem was reported to the organsiser and the following assurances
had been made for the formal run evaluation data,
which enabled the participants to evaluate the hierarchical learning algorithm and new evaluation measures
by exploring the hierarchical relations among the Fterms.
One hundred and eight themes were selected for the
formal run. The numbers of the F-terms for the themes
are between one and eight hundred. The number of
training documents for the themes are between one
and ten thousand. As expected, all F-terms and their
relations are available from the issued documentation.
Therefore we can explore the relations of the F-terms
in classification algorithm as well as in the evaluation
measure for the formal run.

3 Our Systems for F-term classification
3.1 Extracting features from patent document
The NTCIR-6 patent classification subtask used
the Japanese patent documents. It also gave the
participants the so-called PMGS documents (see e.g.
http://www5.ipdl.ncipi.go.jp/pmgs1/pmgs1/pmgs E)
which include a brief description (several words in
most cases) for each F-term and the hierarchical
relations among the F-terms under each theme.
Our participating systems used those two types of
information released by the task organisers.
The Japanese patent document is semi-structured in
the sense that it consists of many sections, each of
which addresses one specific aspect of a patent application. For example, almost every patent has an
abstract section containing a concise description of
the patent application. Another section describes the
patent in detail, which often consists of several subsections for different aspects of the patent application
such as the purpose, function and implementation of
the patent. A patent document also usually contains
some information about the patent applicants, e.g. the
name and address of the applicant and their associated
company.
Our participating system was based on the patent’s
content, meaning that it did not use the information
about the applicant and the company, though this
kind of information may possibly be useful for patent
classification, as one particular applicant or company
tends to apply for the same types of patents. Actually
our system uses the full content of the patent documents with two exceptions. One exception is the bibliographical information and the other is the part of the
text possibly containing the category codes, which had
to be ignored according to the rules from the task organisers.
In detail, we first collected the titles of the sections
and subsections from the training documents and then
classified them into seven categories. The abstract and
claim categories contain the text from the two sections,
respectively. The other four categories, technologicalfield, purpose, method and effect, are from the corresponding sub-sections in the detailed description section. Another category implementation was about implementing details of the patent, such as structure of
invention and implemented examples.
We also used the short description of each F-term as
additional training material in the two of our four submitted runs. What we did was to treat the description
text of each F-term as an extra document for training.
We then preprocessed the selected Japanese text
of each document using the Japanese morphological analysis software Chasen version 2.3.3 (see
http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/). From the documents
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processed by the Chasen, we picked up as our feature terms those words whose part of speech tags were
either noun (but not dependent noun, proper noun or
number noun), or independent verb, or independent
adjective, or unknown, as what was done in [6]. We
also removed the Japanese terms appearing less than
three times in the documents for training. Then we
computed the tf ∗ idf feature vectors for the Japanese
patent document or the description text of one F-term
in the usual way (e.g. see [3]) and finally normalised
the feature vectors, which were the input to the SVM
learning algorithm our system used.

3.2 SVM based learning algorithms
Our participating systems are based on the Support Vector Machines (SVM). The SVM is a supervised learning algorithm which achieves state of the art
results for many classification applications including
document classification (see e.g. [3]). However, there
are some differences between the conventional document classification and the NTCIR-6 F-term patent
classification task. Thus we had to adapt the SVM to
the specific settings of the task.
First, note that in the application of the SVM to
document classification, an SVM classifier is often
learned for one category, which then is used to classify one document into the category or not. In the
conventional document classification, the measure of
the results is based on category. In another word, for
one category, it counts how many documents in evaluation set the classifier classifies correctly (or incorrectly). In contrast, in the F-term classification the result is measured for each patent document, and then a
macro-averaged overall number is computed from the
results of all the evaluation documents.
Secondly, as we learn one SVM classifier for one
F-term by using the one vs. all others strategy, the
classification problem for one F-term in many cases
has an imbalanced training data in which the positive
examples are outnumbered by the negative examples.
The experiments in [5] showed that the SVM with uneven margins can achieve higher F-measure than the
original SVM for the imbalanced training data. Hence
we used the SVM with uneven margins in our systems,
instead of the standard SVM.
Thirdly, as there are specific or general relations
among the F-terms within one theme, it is desirable
that, if one document cannot be correctly classified
into one F-term, the document is classified into an
F-term which is closely related to the true F-term.
Hence, we would like to experiment the learning algorithm which takes into account the relations among
the classes.
Finally, since a patent document contains many
types of information about the patent, such as the information about the patent applicant(s), the informa-

tion about the invention itself, and the typical application scenarios of the invention, we have to decide
what information will be used in the F-term classification system. Moreover, as there is a short description
for each F-term in the PMGS (which is the documentation about the F-terms and was provided to the participants by the subtask organisers), we want to assess
if those F-term descriptions are useful in the F-term
classification.
In detail, we first learn an SVM classifier for each
F-term within one theme from the training documents.
Then, given a patent document of the theme, we apply each of the F-term classifiers to the document and
obtain a confidence score of the document belonging
to the corresponding F-term as well as a classification decision if or not the document has the F-term.
We can then obtain a rank of F-terms according to the
confidence scores for the document. Finally several
measures such as the A-Precision, R-Precision and Fmeasures are computed for the F-terms assignments to
the document by system. Both the A-Precision and
R-Precision are computed from the rank of F-terms,
while the F-measures are obtained from the classification decisions of the F-term SVM classifiers for the
document. In order to obtain an ordered sequence of Fterms for one document, we have to compare the confidence scores of different SVM classifiers. To make
the comparison more sensible, we first normalised the
output of the SVM (before thresholding) with respect
to the weight vector of the SVM classifier, and then
convert the normalised output into a value in between
0 and 1 via a Sigmoid function the Sigmoid function
s(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−βx)) where β was set as 2.0 in
our experiments.
Based on the above considerations we obtained and
submitted four runs for the formal run of the NTCIR6 patent classification task, with the ids as GATE01,
GATE02, GATE03 and GATE04. All the four runs
used the normalised confidence scores for forming the
rank of F-terms for one patent. They all also used the
uneven margins SVM model. In the following we describe the four runs in an order of increasing complexity and highlight the differences between them.
GATE04 The run GATE04 was the most simple
one. We used the flat classification in this run, namely
training one SVM classifier for each F-term by using
the documents with the F-term as positive examples
and all other documents in the training set as negative
examples. It only used the training documents from
the 1993 – 1997 UPA Japanese patent collection.
GATE03 This run used the same flat classification
scheme as the run GATE04. On the other hand, it also
used the short PMGS description of one F-term as an
extra positive example for training the SVM classifier
for that F-term, besides the training documents from
the patent collections.
GATE02 The run GATE02 learned and applied the
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SVMs in a hierarchical fashion. In another word, it
use a variant of the SVM called H-SVM which was
designed for hierarchical classification (see [1]). As
the F-terms under one theme have the general/specific
relations, they can be organised in a hierarchical fashion. In the H-SVM we first learned the SVM classifier
for each of the most general F-terms, by selecting as
positive examples the training documents with either
the F-term itself or one F-term which is the specification of the F-term considered, and all other training
document as negative examples. For one less general
F-term, we learned one SVM classifier by using only
those training documents which belong to its parent Fterm, in which the positive examples were those documents with the F-term considered or one F-term which
was the specification of the F-term.
In the application of the H-SVM for the F-term classification task, we first classified test document using
each F-term classifier. Then we tried two different
ways to obtain the confidence score of one document
for each F-term. The first way was to use the confidence score of the F-term classifier itself. Another
way was to average the confidence scores of the F-term
classifier itself and all the classifiers of its ancestor Fterms. As our preliminary experiments on the training
data showed that the second way obtained better results than the first way (also see the results presented
in Section 4), we adopted the second way in our submitted runs. Once we obtained the confidence scores
for one document and each of the F-terms, we can easily obtain an ordered sequence of F-terms and a classification decision on the F-terms.
In comparison to the flat classification, the H-SVM
takes into account the relations between the class labels in both training and application. So, we can expect that, if a document cannot be classified correctly
into an F-term, the H-SVM would have more tendency
than the flat SVMs to classify the document into an Fterm which is closely related to the true F-term.
The run GATE02 only used the training documents
from the patent collections.
It is worth noting that [1] has used the H-SVM
for hierarchical document classification and obtained
higher F-measure than the SVM using flat classification.
GATE01 The run GATE01 used the H-SVM, just
as the run GATE02. It also used the PMGS F-term descriptions for training, besides the patent documents.
It used the F-term descriptions in a different way from
the GATE03. To learn an F-term classifier, it used the
descriptions of the F-term itself and all its descendant
F-terms — each of those descriptions was regarded as
one positive training document for the training.

4 Results
4.1 Results of the four submitted runs
Table 1 presents the results of our four submitted runs, measured by A-Precision, R-Precision and
F-measures, respectively. It also lists the results of
one run from another participating team which had the
highest A-Precision score.
First, comparing against other submitted runs (see
the overview paper of the NTCIR-6 f-term classification task in this proceedings), our run GATE03 obtained the best results of the R-Precision and F1 , and
was only slightly lower than the highest A-Precision
figure of all submitted runs.
Secondly, the runs using the F-term description as
additional training material obtained better results than
the runs which used the same learning algorithm but
did not use the F-term descriptions in training. In another word, the GATE01 and GATE03 performed better than the GATE02 and GATE04, respectively. We
can conclude that the F-term descriptions were indeed
helpful for the F-term patent classification.
Table 1. The official results of our four
submitted runs, together with one submitted run from another group which has
the best A-Precision results. Note that
one of our runs, GATE03 has the highest scores of R-Precision and F1 and the
second best score of A-Precision among
all the submitted runs.
Run-ID
GATE01
GATE02
GATE03
GATE04
NCS02

A-Precision
0.2376
0.2132
0.4779
0.4688
0.4852

R-Precision
0.2164
0.1860
0.4363
0.4270
0.4314

F1
0.2257
0.2135
0.4125
0.3998
0.4037

Finally, the runs GATE01 and GATE02 using the
H-SVM obtained much worse results than the other
two runs GATE03 and GATE04 which used the SVM
for flat classification. That may be due to the specific way we used for computing the confidence score
for every F-term. We will come back to this problem
later. On the other hand, the evaluation measure used
in the NTCIR-6 evaluation does not count the partial
matches between two closely related classes, which
may occur more frequently in the results of the HSVM than for the flat SVM classification, due to their
different mechanisms.
Table 2 presents the results of the five runs in the Table 1, using a new evaluation measure which counted
the exact matches as well as the partial matches. According to the evaluation measure, the system obtained
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a score 1 for one exact match and a score between 0
and 1 for one partial match. The exact score for one
partial match was dependent upon the cost between the
true class and the predicted class in the partial match –
the higher the cost is, the lower score the partial match
obtains. For the detailed description of the new measure see our another paper [4]. We can see that, when
using some new evaluation measure which takes into
account the relations between the class labels, the gap
of the results between the H-SVM and the flat SVM
become significantly narrower. For example, if we
only consider the exact matches, the A-Precision of
the H-SVM was less than half of that of the flat SVM.
But if we consider the both exact and partial matches,
the A-Precision of the H-SVM was about 80% of that
of the flat SVM. Hence, comparing the results counting the exact matches only with those counting both
the exact matches and the partial matches, we can see
that, if an instance cannot be classified correctly, the
H-SVM has more tendency than the flat SVM to classify the instance into a class which is close to the true
class. However, unfortunately, even using the new
evaluation measure, the performance of the H-SVM
was still worse than the flat SVM.
Table 2. Results by using a new evaluation measure which took into account
the exact matches as well as the partial
matches.
Run-ID
GATE01
GATE02
GATE03
GATE04
NCS02

A-Precision
0.5193
0.4864
0.6269
0.6221
0.6463

R-Precision
0.5414
0.4982
0.6194
0.6138
0.6241

F1
0.3605
0.3479
0.4429
0.4363
0.4363

4.2 Results for different settings
Our system is based on the SVM learning algorithm. However, it was not a straightforward application of SVM to F-term classification. Instead, as discussed above, we have employed several techniques
to adapt the SVM to the task. After submitting our
results for official evaluation, we carried out experiments to evaluate the techniques and the features used
in our system. In those experiments we used the same
training and testing data as in the official run of the
task but different experimental settings. In the follows
we presents the experimental results.
First we would like to compare the results of using
different text of the patent document. Our four runs
have showed clearly that using the short F-term description can boost the performance. Table 3 presents
the results of using only the abstract section of patent

document. The other experimental settings were the
same as the GATE03 runs. Hence we can compare the
figures with those of the GATE03 in Table 1. We can
see that using the abstract of the patent obtained much
worse results than using the full content of patent.

Table 3. Results using the abstract section of patent document only. The other
settings were the same as those of the
GATE03 run.
A-Precision
0.4279

R-Precision
0.3908

F1
0.3647

Secondly, our system did not use the standard SVM
algorithm. Instead it used the uneven margins SVM,
which often achieved much better F-measure score
than the standard SVM on the imbalanced data where
the negative example outnumbered the positive examples. In comparison with the standard SVM model
which treats the positive examples and negative example equally, the uneven margins SVM used an uneven margin parameter τ to adjust the ratio of positive
margin to negative margin of the learned classification
hyper-plane in the feature space. See [5] for detailed
description of the uneven margins SVM. In our submitted runs we set the uneven margins parameter τ as
0.5. Note that τ = 1.0 leads to the standard SVM
model. From Table 4 we can see that the uneven margins SVM obtained clearly higher F1 value than the
standard SVM model.
Note that we used the same value of the uneven
margins parameter for all the SVM models, which was
equivalent to the same shift of the confidence scores
for all the SVM models, and the same shift of the
scores for all the SVM model did not change the rank
order of those scores. Therefore the A-Precision and
R-precision of the uneven margins SVM model were
the same as those of the standard SVM.
Table 4. Comparison between the standard SVM (τ = 1.0) and the uneven margins SVM (τ = 0.5).
τ
1.0
0.5

Precision
0.5479
0.4075

Recall
0.3107
0.4904

F1
0.3643
0.4125

Thirdly, we normalised the weight vector of the
SVM model to facilitate the comparisons of the scores
from different SVM models for one test document.
Table 5 presents the results without the weight vector normalisation of the SVM model. In comparison
with the results of the GATE03 with the normalisation
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presented in Table 1, the results without normalisation
became worse. But the difference was not as big as we
expected, in particular for the R-Precision.

Table 5. Results for the SVM model without the normalisation of the SVM weight
vector. The other settings were the same
as those of the GATE03 run.
A-Precision
0.4643

R-Precision
0.4330

F1
0.3677

Finally, we discuss some experimental results of
the H-SVM. As said in Sub-section 3.2 about the run
GATE02, we could use two different methods to obtain the score of one particular F-term. One method
was to use the score of the F-term classifier itself. Another was the average of the scores of the SVM classifiers of the F-term itself and all the ancestor F-terms.
In our submitted runs GATE01 and GATE02 we used
the second method. Table 6 presents the results using
the first method, which were much lower than the corresponding results of the GATE01 run (listed in Table
1) using the second method.

Table 6. Results of the H-SVM using the
score of the F-term classifier itself. The
other settings were the same as those of
the GATE01 run.
A-Precision
0.1621

R-Precision
0.1188

F1
0.1248

Recall that in our submitted runs GATE01 and
GATE02 for the H-SVM, in order to decide if a patent
has one particular F-term, we used the averaged score
of the SVM classifiers of the F-terms along the path
from the top F-term to the F-term considered. Actually we could used a different method to make such
decision, by which we assign one F-term to one patent
if and only if all the SVM classifiers from the top Fterm down to the F-term itself classify the patent as
positive example, and the classifier of any child Fterm of the current F-term, if there is any, classifies
the patent as negative example. We call this method as
H-score method. Table 7 shows that H-score method
had much higher Precision but somehow lower Recall
and a higher F1 score.

5 Conclusions and discussions
Our SVM-based learning system has obtained very
good results on the F-term classification subtask at
NTCIR-6 Patent Retrieval Task. It achieved the best

Table 7. Comparisons of the F-measure
results for the H-SVM between the averaged score and H-score.

Averaged score
H-score

Precision
0.1488
0.3484

Recall
0.6374
0.4956

F1
0.2257
0.3840

results according to two of the three measures used
in the task evaluation, namely the R-Precision and
F-measure. We adopted several techniques to adapt
the SVM algorithm to the F-term classification problem. The additional experimental results showed that
our system does indeed benefit from these adaptations.
Our system also benefited from the full patent text in
addition to using the F-term descriptions as extra training material.
However, we were somewhat surprised that HSVM, which takes into account the hierarchical relations among F-terms under each patent theme, obtained much worse results than the flat SVM classification. Using new evaluation measure, which counted
both exact matches and partial matches, showed that
H-SVM indeed tended to minimuse errors by classifying the patents into the F-term which is closer to the
true F-term, in cases when it could not classify the
patent with the correct F-term. However, H-SVM’s
capability for correct classification seems much worse
than that of the flat SVM, which led to poor overall
performance of the H-SVM system. One possible reason for the low results is due to the fact that H-SVM
learning is dependent upon the hierarchical relations
among the classes, but these were much too complicated for the H-SVM to get an appropriate classification score for the test instances, as we demonstrate
in our additional experimental results discussed in the
previous sections.
On the other hand, it is worth noting that the F-term
classification problem has some unique characteristics
in comparison to the standard hierarchical classification task, which might also contribute to H-SVM’s low
performance.
First, the F-terms under a given theme are not hierarchically related with each other in the strict sense,
because, as pointed out in [2], some middle F-term
(namely not the leafy F-term in the F-term hierarchy) represents two different things — one is all subelements not considered by its child elements, and another one is the parent element of its all child elements.
Hence, it would be helpful to the hierarchical learning algorithm if the middle F-term can be split as two
nodes representing the two different meaning respectively. By doing so the F-terms will have a more proper
hierarchical relations.
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Secondly, the F-term classification is a multi-class
problem in the sense that each instance often has more
than one true classes. On the other hand, H-SVM was
designed for the problem in which each instance has
only one true class so that one test instance can be classified from the top class down to the bottom class. If
one instance has more than one true classes, it is impossible for the binary SVM classifier, corresponding
to one of those common ancestor classes of the two
true classes, to classify the instance correctly into the
two paths that contain the two true classes respectively.
The above discussions may give some insights into
the reasons for H-SVM’s poorer results on the F-term
classification when compared to the flat SVM, despite
the fact that H-SVM has obtained previously better results on other hierarchical classification tasks (see [1]
and [7]). On the other hand, it is worth investigating further the application of hierarchical classification algorithms to patent F-term classification, since
the state of the art results is not good enough and the
specific/general relations among the F-terms should be
useful for the hierarchical classification algorithms.
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